
What's New in InEight Estimate 

Estimate has a long history of being an estimating solution that is rich in functionality and the trend 
continues with InEight Estimate 19.1. With the goal of dramatically improving your estimating processes, 
InEight Estimate version 19.1 introduces a new context-sensitive, ribbon-based user experience that 
means fewer clicks to get to the features you use the most and a better, more efficient, way of 
estimating. 

The new navigation enables users to take advantage of multiple monitors by opening every job in its 
own window, enabling estimators to easily compare estimates side by side and move data between jobs 
by simply dragging and dropping it.  The layout of menus is now more intuitive and workflow based, and 
can be customized to enable users to work more efficiently. 

For those of you familiar with Hard Dollar (HD) Estimate, you will notice in this latest version that we 
have changed the product name to InEight Estimate. The Estimate product is part of a larger portfolio of 
InEight software products that streamline planning and execution of all phases of the capital 
construction project life cycle. 

There are a variety of enhancements in this release that are based on the suggestions and feedback 
from our Estimate users including new estimate Templates, cost item assembly enhancements, ability to 
enter unit or total prices for sub/vendor quotes, and much more. 

  

https://www.ineight.com/


InEight Estimate – A New Look and Feel 

In the classic HD Estimate menu system, most all of the products features were accessible directly from 
the main menu and toolbar. As more features and functionality have been added to the product over 
the years, it became a challenge for some users to find the specific features they needed for their 
estimate. Additionally, the rich functionality of Estimate can make it difficult for new users to become 
efficient estimators until they learn the menu system and where all the relevant features and 
functionality are located. 

 

The new InEight Estimate ribbon-style menu logically groups features together that follow the most 
common way an estimator would do their work. This design makes the layout easier and more efficient 
to navigate and find the features and functions that are needed at a particular stage of an estimate. 
Contextual tabs are used to show commands that are relevant only to the area of the estimate currently 
being worked on. The ribbon style navigation is more intuitive, displaying the features you need when 
you need them and improving your overall user experience. 

If you have used Estimate in the past and are familiar with the ribbon-style menu in Microsoft Office 
products, you will notice that same ease of use applies to the InEight Estimate layout. For new users of 
InEight Estimate, that familiarity reduces the learning curve to help them become more efficient 
estimators sooner. The advantage for a company is it allows them to increase their bidding volume and 
win more profitable work. 

  



Ribbon Navigation 

For those of you who worked in HD Estimate regularly, using the new navigation in InEight Estimate and 
finding the forms and registers you use often might not be as difficult as you think. An overview of the 
basic navigation is provided in this section, along with some of the enhancements you can find in this 
release to help get you started. 

Where is my Start Page? 

In the classic HD Estimate, the Start Page lets users easily open recent jobs or create a new job.  With 
the new InEight Estimate, users are greeted with a new start up page called the Backstage View.  From 
here users can open recent jobs, create new jobs and much more.  The Backstage View provides users 
with quick access to the Library, job archives, snapshots, templates and system level settings.  The 
Backstage View can be easily accessed at any time by clicking File from the main menu. 

 

Opening a Job 

In the classic HD Estimate menu system, jobs can be opened by clicking the Open Folder icon or 
choosing Open Job Folder from the File menu to display the Job Register.  With the new InEight Estimate 
ribbon, on the Backstage View panel, select Open to show the Job Register.  

 



By default, the CBS Register automatically opens whenever you open an existing job or you can change 
the setting and choose a different form. You can change the form that opens automatically when 
Estimate is started by selecting a different Start Page in the Job Startup section in Settings. 

 

Working with Multiple Jobs 

In the classic HD Estimate menu system, the Navigator enables users to navigate between different jobs 
by selecting a jobs tab at the top of the application. With the new navigation in InEight Estimate, each 
job opens in its own window, making it easy to navigate between different jobs by using the Windows 
Taskbar.  This makes it much easier to manage multiple jobs, tile jobs next to each other for easy side-
by-side estimate comparisons, or simply utilize a second monitor to keep the estimate available for easy 
access while working with other applications. 

 

  



Working with the Library 

With the new navigation in InEight Estimate, the Library now opens in a separate window and can be 
accessed from the File menu or you can click the Library icon  located on the ribbon menu. The Library 
is now easily distinguished from other open jobs with a blue Toolbar, and by being in a separate 
window, it is much easier to transfer data between the Library and open jobs by positioning the 
windows side-by-side and dragging-and-dropping data between them. 

 

Quick Access Toolbar  

The new navigation in InEight Estimate lets you have commands that you use most often right at your 
fingertips. At the top of the application is a Quick Access Toolbar that can include any command that an 
estimator commonly uses. 

 

  



Docking and Undocking Tabs  

Being able to see lots of information from different part of the project at the same time is important to 
ensure an accurate estimate.  With the new navigation in InEight Estimate, many of the tabs used to 
navigate the various forms and registers can now be repositioned, undocked, resized, moved side-by-
side and simply reorganized in a way that makes the most sense for an estimator to work most 
efficiently.  Simply click and drag a tab away from the other tabs to undock and float the window by 
itself, then drag and drop the window back onto the tab manager to redock it. 

 

  



Customizing the Ribbon 

Estimate allows you to customize your work environment such as, show/hide columns, rename captions 
and titles, and use colors to quickly view data. In this release InEight Estimate now lets you customize 
your menu commands to be more efficient in the way you do your work. You can add, delete, rearrange 
and relabel commands to create and define new layouts that can be shared with other users. 
Customized layouts let you: 

• Make the most important tools and features easier to access. 
• Streamline workflows, such as a bid review, by creating ribbons that only include commands 

specific to that workflow. 
• Create corporate menu layouts to promote consistent estimating practices. 

 

Classic View 

Are you not ready to make the switch to using the new navigation, but do you still want to take 
advantage of all the other great new features that are a part of InEight Estimate 19.1?  InEight Estimate 
lets you switch to the classic HD Estimate menu and toolbar system so you can continue to work the way 
you are most comfortable. 

  



Estimate Job Templates 

A company that bids on a variety of different types of projects, needs a way of easily initializing 
estimates and making sure those estimates include all the relevant standard cost items, resources, shift 
arrangements, based on the type of project being estimated.  

InEight Estimate provides the ability to maintain a list of template jobs that can be used to create new 
jobs. Template jobs are special types of projects that are stored and maintained in a register separate 
from the standard Job Register.  

 

  



Enhancements 

Cost Item Assembly Formula Editor 

The Pi() function has been added to the list of functions to use with the Formula Editor in Cost Item 
Assemblies.   

 

Add Notes to Resource Assemblies 

A field was added to the Resource Assembly for notes that let you record and keep track of assumptions 
related to the assembly, such as an assumed productivity rate or the work commonly performed by a 
specific crew type. 

 



Use Unit Price or Extended Price on Quote Record Item  

When entering quotes previously, you were only able to enter the Unit Price for a Quote Item, and the 
quantity of the item was used to calculate the Extended Price. This made it difficult to enter quotes 
when a sub or supplier provided quotes as a total amount or without a quantity or unit rate, or they bid 
a on a different quantity than what is currently taken off in the estimate. Now, you can enter the 
Extended Price for a Quote Item and the Unit Price is then calculated, which makes entering quotes 
more efficient and results in less errors.  

 

CBS Hierarchy View for Resource/Resource Assembly Swap 

Toggle Hierarchy is added to the Swap Resource and Swap Resource Assembly selection registers. When 
selected, it allows you to view the superior cost items of your selections in the context of the CBS 
Register Hierarchy. This enhancement makes it easier for you to determine when the cost items you 
intended to select are the correct cost items.  

 



View Filter Excludes Cost Item Allocation Details  

A View Filter option is added to show only the level 1 Cost Item distribution in the allocation 
destinations to provide you with a clear and comprehensive view of the CBS register, especially when 
there are many allocations. When you are allocating cost items, the allocations are created in the 
destination cost item by creating a copy of the entire allocated cost items structure. This filter allows 
you to simplify the view by displaying only the parent level allocation cost item.  

 

View Filter Resources with Waste Percentages  

A Filter option is added to the CBS Register to show the resources that contain a Waste % Add-On 
Quantity that allows you to more easily check the consistency and accuracy of waste percentages 
throughout the estimate.  

 



Filter for Unit of Measure Mismatches 

A filter option is added to the Account Code Utilization Register to show items that do not have 
matching units of measure with the Accounts utilizing items. This allows users to ensure their Account 
Code quantities are correctly setup to roll up automatically.  

 

Added Fields to the CBS Register  

The Pay Item Description field is added in the CBS Register to provide you with more context than just a 
Pay Item number when working with Cost Items that are assigned to Pay Items.  

 



The Account Code Description field is added to the Account Code saved view in the CBS Register to 
ensure this view includes all Account Code related fields. 

 

  



Added Net Change to Alternate Scenarios 

A column is added to the Alternate Scenarios Register that makes it easy for you to see the impact of an 
alternate to the overall estimate. 

 

Include Tags and User Defined Fields in CBS Outline Report 

You can select any or all of the Tags and User Defined Fields that you want to include on the CBS Outline 
Report.  

 



Scripted Installation 

InEight Estimate enables clients with large numbers of workstation installations to now use scripted 
installation functionality to automate the process of installing or updating Estimate in an unattended 
manner. 

Added Support for Foundation Software version 18.0 

Updated the Budget Export file format to support sending the Job Budget to Foundation Software 
version 18.0. 

Added Support for DOT Import/ Export with ProjectBids  

Improved the ability to Import and Export DOT Pay Items by adding support for ProjectBids file formats.  
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